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While the onset of the Arab Spring was widely celebrated
in the West, as we approach the second anniversary of
these democratic uprisings, optimism about the future
PGUIF"SBCXPSMEIBTTJHOJåDBOUMZXBOFE1 A recent
Pew Research Poll revealed that nearly 60 percent of
Americans do not believe that recent changes in the
Middle East will lead to lasting improvements for the
people of the region and a majority of Americans (54
percent) believe that it is more important to have stability
JOUIF"SBC8PSMEFWFOJGUIFSFJTMFTTEFNPDSBDZ2
Arguably, the recent popularity and rise of Islamist
parties has affected Western perceptions about the
Arab Spring, as have the ongoing war in Syria and the
attacks on American consulates and embassies in
#FOHIB[J $BJSP 5VOJTBOE4BOB%PNFTUJDBMMZ FWFO
the executive powers that were attained democratically
have been used in favor of parties or individuals of
*TMBNJTUPSJFOUBUJPOUPCSPBEFOSFBDIBOEJOæVFODF BT
JUIBTIBQQFOFEJO&HZQU3 Has the Arab Spring turned
into an Arab Winter?
%BOJFM #ZNBO PG UIF #SPPLJOHT *OTUJUVUJPO  GPS
example, worries about the commitment and sincerity of
the region’s religious-based parties to respect pluralism
BOEIVNBOSJHIUTXIFOUIFZBTTVNFQPXFS4 Amitai
Etzioni has gone a step further and suggested that
UIF SJTF PG UIF VMUSBDPOTFSWBUJWF 4BMBåTU NPWFNFOU
in Egypt’s 2011 parliamentary elections (where they

obtained about 25 percent of the vote) might require the
KFUUJTPOJOHPGEFNPDSBDZJOUIF*TMBNJDXPSMEBMUPHFUIFS5
It is perhaps for these reasons that Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu has described the Arab Spring
as an “Islamic, anti-western, anti-liberal, anti-Israeli,
VOEFNPDSBUJDXBWFp6
All of this recalls a famous statement by the late
Jeane Kirkpatrick, American ambassador to the United
/BUJPOTBOE3FQVCMJDBOGPSFJHOQPMJDZBEWJTPSo5IF
"SBCXPSME pTIFTBJE oJTUIFPOMZQBSUPGUIFXPSME
where I’ve been shaken in my conviction that if you let
the people decide, they will make fundamentally rational
EFDJTJPOTp7 Previous election results in the West Bank
and Gaza in 2006, where Hamas emerged triumphant,
and in 1991 in Algeria, where the Islamic Salvation Front
won a plurality of votes, come to mind lending credence
UPIFSDPNNFOUT
How should Western policymakers, intellectuals,
and the general reading public understand these
developments? In this paper I offer an alternative to
the conventional analysis of the relationship between
Islam and democracy generally found in popular
BOE JOUFMMFDUVBM EFCBUFT JO UIF 8FTU * BUUFNQU UP
provide a critical analytical framework to examine the
relationship between Islam and democracy historically,
DPNQBSBUJWFMZ BOEEJTQBTTJPOBUFMZ
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INTERPRETATIVE CAVEATS
5IFSFXBTGBSNPSFUPUIFQPTUEFCBUFPO*TMBNBOE
democracy than a simple concern about the scarcity of
EFNPDSBUJDQPMJUJDBMTZTUFNTJOUIF.JEEMF&BTU"MUIPVHI
predicting when a country might undergo a democratic
transition is not an exact science, the presence of a key
set of variables does make the possibility of a transition
NPSFMJLFMZ8 These are usually related to levels of socioFDPOPNJDNPEFSOJ[BUJPO FH JOEVTUSJBMJ[BUJPO MJUFSBDZ 
NBTTDPNNVOJDBUJPOT DMBTTTUSVDUVSF FH UIFFYJTUFODF
PGBTJ[FBCMFNJEEMFDMBTT BOEQPMJUJDBMDVMUVSF FH 
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EFNPDSBDZFOIBODJOHDVMUVSBMOPSNT IBCJUT BOEWBMVFT 
The more that these variables are in play, the greater the
QSPTQFDUTGPSEFNPDSBDZ*OUIFDPOUFYUPGUIFQPTU
debate on Islam and democracy, however, these issues
IBWFSBSFMZCFFOFYQMPSFE
Instead, the mainstream media and intellectual
arguments have come to represent a different set of
DPODFSOTSPPUFEJODVMUVSBMBOEDJWJMJ[BUJPOBMEJGGFSFODFT
5IFRVFTUJPOo*T*TMBNDPNQBUJCMFXJUIEFNPDSBDZ pCZ
itself has become an all-encompassing catchphrase that
expresses a widespread frustration with and condemnation
of the general state of underdevelopment in the Muslim
XPSME$PNNFOUBUPST QVOEJUT BOEJOUFMMFDUVBMTIBWF
BTLFEo8IZJTUIFSFTPNVDIBOHFS JOTUBCJMJUZ BOE
TPDJBMDPOTFSWBUJTNJO.VTMJNNBKPSJUZTPDJFUJFT pBOE
“What explains the prevalence and popularity of religious
fundamentalism, the unrelenting calls to violence, and the
deplorable state of human rights, particularly women’s
SJHIUT p
The level of anxiety about these questions rose to
OFXIFJHIUTBGUFS BTWJPMFODFFNBOBUJOHGSPNUIF
Islamic world entered the heart of Western cities and was
perceived as directly affecting the quality of life of millions
PG"NFSJDBOTBOE&VSPQFBOT#FOOZ.PSSJT BXJEFMZ
SFTQFDUFE*TSBFMJIJTUPSJBO TFFNFEUPSFæFDUBCSPBE
TFOUJNFOUXIFOIFOPUFEo5IFSFJTBEFFQQSPCMFNJO
*TMBN*UnTBXPSMEXIPTFWBMVFTBSFEJGGFSFOU"XPSMEJO
which human life doesn’t have the same value as it does
in the West, in which freedom, democracy, openness and
DSFBUJWJUZBSFBMJFOp9
*OTIPSU NVDIPGUIFQPTUNBJOTUSFBNNFEJBBOE
intellectual debate in the West has often boiled down to
UIJT8IZJTUIF*TMBNJDXPSMETFFNJOHMZTPdifferent from
societies in North America and Europe? Why are they not
more like us?10 This basic point of departure, of assuming
and expecting cultural and civilizational similarity, has
formed the essential and enduring backdrop to an
inquiry about the relationship between Islam, Muslims,
BOEEFNPDSBDZ'SPNUIFPVUTFU UIJTEFCBUFIBTCFFO
GSBNFEJOXBZTQSPOFUPBOBMZUJDBMEJTUPSUJPO
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The essential problem with the question “Why are
UIFZ .VTMJNT OPUMJLFVT XFTUFSOFST pJTUXPGPME'JSTU 
it mistakenly assumes that the West has always been
EFNPDSBUJD QFBDFGVM BOEMJCFSBM/PTFSJPVTIJTUPSJBO 
however, would entertain such an argument for, as Mark
Mazower pointed out in his Dark Continent: Europe’s
Twentieth Century, Europe is not the natural home of
IVNBO SJHIUT BOE EFNPDSBDZ *O GBDU  UIF UXFOUJFUI
century clearly demonstrates that the continent has
been a terrifying laboratory of political violence and
totalitarianism, a region seeking to invent and reinvent
JUTFMGUISPVHIXBS SFWPMVUJPO BOEJEFPMPHJDBMFYUSFNJTN
Fascism and Communism—European inventions both—
were anti-democratic systems that attracted millions
of Europeans by offering different solutions to the
DIBMMFOHFTPGNPEFSOJUZ#Z UIFQSPTQFDUTGPS
democracy looked bleak and Europe’s future appeared
UPMJFJO)JUMFSnTIBOET5IFTFTPCFSJOHSFNJOEFSTTIPVME
inform any serious inquiry related to international affairs
today, particularly in relation to the study of non-Western
societies, their histories, and their problems of political
EFWFMPQNFOU11
Second, to expect Muslim societies to mirror the West
in terms of social norms ignores the fact that the historical
experiences of these societies have been qualitatively
different from the Western experience both in the preNPEFSO BOE NPEFSO FSBT .VTMJN TPDJFUJFT BSF MBUF
developing societies that have had different experiences
and have undergone a set of different political, economic,
TPDJBM BOEJOUFMMFDUVBMUSBOTGPSNBUJPOT5IFQPJOUIFSF
is that where one begins to investigate a social question
and the broad assumptions that are brought into the initial
JORVJSZDBOPGUFOQSFEFUFSNJOFUIFPVUDPNF

HISTORICAL NOTES ON RELIGION
AND DEMOCRACY
*TMBNJTOPUUIFåSTUSFMJHJPVTUSBEJUJPOUPTUSVHHMFXJUI
the relationship between religion and politics, nor will
JUCFUIFMBTU5IFPSJHJOTPGQPMJUJDBMQIJMPTPQIZJOUIF
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West are rooted in the tension between religion and
EFNPDSBDZ4PDSBUFT JUTIPVMECFSFDBMMFE XBTCSPVHIU
to trial and sentenced to death by democratic Athens for
corrupting the minds of the young and for the crime of
SFMJHJPVTJNQJFUZ12 Furthermore, prior to the development
of political secularism in the West, church and state were
PGUFOEFFQMZJOUFSUXJOFE3FMJHJPOQMBZFEBOJOæVFOUJBMSPMF
in European political life well into the twentieth century,
BTTFFOJOUIFGSFRVFOUFMFDUJPOTPG$ISJTUJBO%FNPDSBUJD
QBSUJFT13 Today in the United States, religion continues
to play a similarly important role and, as the debate on
Barack Obama’s Muslim heritage versus his Christian
faith reminds us, one cannot be elected president unless
he or she is openly and explicitly Christian (sometimes
FWFOUIJTJTOPUFOPVHI 14
"MGSFE4UFQBO %JSFDUPSPG$PMVNCJB6OJWFSTJUZnT$FOUFS
GPSUIF4UVEZPG%FNPDSBDZ 5PMFSBUJPO BOE3FMJHJPO 
has argued that all emerging democracies face political
DPOæJDUBOETUSVHHMFPWFSUIFOPSNBUJWFSPMFPGSFMJHJPOJO
QPMJUJDT/PEFNPDSBDZJTJNNVOFUPUIJTEJTQVUF BOEBOZ
objective reading of history will reveal that, for many longstanding Western democracies, this dispute was a major
TPVSDFPGQSPUSBDUFEDPOæJDU4UFQBO XIPJTDSJUJDBMPGBO
ahistorical approach to the study of democracy, has shown
that virtually “no Western European democracy now has
BSJHJEPSIPTUJMFTFQBSBUJPOPGDIVSDIBOETUBUFp*OTUFBE 
most Western countries “have arrived at a democratically
negotiated freedom of religion from state interference and
all of them allow religious groups freedom, not only of
QSJWBUFXPSTIJQ CVUUPPSHBOJ[FHSPVQTJODJWJMTPDJFUZp
*UJTJOUIFEZOBNJDoUXJOUPMFSBUJPOTpsXIFSFCZTUBUF
institutions and religious authorities learn to respect
certain minimum boundaries of freedom of action—that
an understanding of the relationship between religion
BOEEFNPDSBDZNVTUCFSPPUFE15
In thinking about the tension between Islam and
democracy, the case of Catholicism and democracy
JTJOTUSVDUJWF+VTUBTJUJTXJUI*TMBNUPEBZ VOUJMUIF
1960s, Catholicism was widely viewed as deeply antiEFNPDSBUJD BOE JMMJCFSBM 'PS DFOUVSJFT UIF 7BUJDBO
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PQQPTFE NPEFSOJ[BUJPO BOE TFDVMBSJ[BUJPO  UP XJU
liberalism, democracy, socialism, capitalism, feminism,
BOEUIFTFYVBMSFWPMVUJPO16 This view was so pervasive
that the distinguished American political sociologist
4FZNPVS.BSUJO-JQTFU JOBXJEFMZDJUFEBOEJOæVFOUJBM
1959 article on the prerequisites of democracy, could
observe without controversy or debate that the “linkage
between democratic instability and Catholicism may also
CFBDDPVOUFEGPSCZFMFNFOUTJOIFSFOUJO$BUIPMJDJTNp17
The relationship between Catholicism and modernity
gradually changed following the reforms of the Second
7BUJDBO$PVODJM r XIJDIBEESFTTFEBOEVQEBUFE
Catholic doctrine and allowed the faith to openly support
EFNPDSBDZBOEIVNBOSJHIUTTUSVHHMFT18 Soon afterward,
“roughly three-quarters of the countries that transited to
democracy between 1974 and 1989 were predominately
$BUIPMJD DPVOUSJFTp19 The long conflict between
Catholicism and modernity is a sobering reminder that
.VTMJNTBSFOPUVOJRVFXIFOJUDPNFTUPUIJTUPQJD
"OFYBNJOBUJPOPGPUIFSXPSMESFMJHJPOT FH 0SUIPEPY
Christianity, Judaism, Hinduism, and Confucianism) and
EFNPDSBDZJTWFSZJOTUSVDUJWFJOUIJTDPOUFYU20

THE CRISIS OF SECULARISM:
RETHINKING RELIGION-STATE
RELATIONS
In 2007, Gallup published the most comprehensive survey
PGHMPCBM.VTMJNPQJOJPO#BTFEPOTJYZFBSTPGQPMMJOHJO
UIJSUZåWFDPVOUSJFTUIBUSFQSFTFOUFENPSFUIBOQFSDFOU
of the world’s Muslim population, it found a widespread
compatibility of values between Western and Muslim
societies in terms of support for human rights, basic
GSFFEPNT EFNPDSBDZ BOEHFOEFSFRVBMJUZ5IFZEJGGFSFE 
however, in their attitudes on the relationship between
SFMJHJPOBOEQPMJUJDT.VTMJNTEPOPUCFMJFWFUIBUHSFBUFS
democracy and self-determination require a Western-like
TFQBSBUJPOPGDIVSDIBOETUBUFo1PMMEBUBTIPXUIBUMBSHF
majorities of respondents in the countries surveyed cite
the equal importance of Islam and democracy as essential
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to the quality of their lives and the future progress of the
.VTMJNXPSMEp21 How can this difference be explained?
"HBJO XFUVSOUPIJTUPSZ
The history of religion-state relations and the role
of religion in Muslim societies, both in the pre-modern
and modern periods, have been qualitatively different
GSPNUIBUPGUIF8FTU5IVTCPUITJEFTIBWFEJGGFSFOU
historical memories and have learned different political
MFTTPOT1BSUPGUIFQSPCMFNIFSFJTUIFBTTVNQUJPOUIBU
CFDBVTFUIF8FTUåOBMMZNBOBHFEUPOFHPUJBUFBCSPBE
democratic and secular consensus on the normative
SPMFPGSFMJHJPOJOHPWFSONFOUBGUFSDFOUVSJFTPGDPOæJDU 
bloodshed, and experimentation, from the Renaissance
to the Enlightenment, then the rest of world must have
EPOFTPBTXFMM
Looking back on the history of the Arab-Islamic world,
however, one is struck by the absence of major religious
XBSTDPNQBSBCMFUPUIF&VSPQFBOFYQFSJFODF*OBEEJUJPO 
there have been none of the intense battles over religious
toleration that forcibly generated new moral, political, and
philosophical arguments on the relationship between
SFMJHJPOBOEQPMJUJDBMBVUIPSJUZ$MBTTJDBMBOEQSFNPEFSO
Muslim societies were more tolerant of religious pluralism
than their Christian counterparts during, for example,
&VSPQFnT%BSL"HFTBOESJHIUVQVOUJMUIFNPEFSOQFSJPE
Moreover, the classic constitution of the historic Islamic
state perceived religion as limiting political tyranny, rather
UIBOBDUJOHBTBTPVSDFPGDPOæJDUBOEEFFQEJWJTJPO"T
Noah Feldman observes in his study The Fall and Rise
of the Islamic State, “the [religious] scholars…built
themselves into a powerful and effective check on the
SVMFSp22 At various times, these scholars could restrain the
rulers’ autocratic ambitions by forcing them to recognize
certain limits demarcated by Islamic law in exchange for
DPOGFSSJOHQPMJUJDBMMFHJUJNBDZ23
Given these different historical experiences, religionstate relations in the Muslim world have bequeathed
EJGGFSFOUIJTUPSJDBMMFTTPOT5PEBZ TJHOJåDBOUTFHNFOUT
of the Muslim population view religion not as a natural
BMMZPGEFTQPUJTNBOEBDBVTFPGTPDJBMDPOæJDU CVUBTB
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possible agent of stability and predictability as well as an
FUIJDBMDPOTUSBJOUPOQPMJUJDBMQPXFS5IJTQBSUMZFYQMBJOT
why demands for religion’s greater role in politics continue
UPåOEBTZNQBUIFUJDIFBSJOHJOQBSUTPGUIF"SBC*TMBNJD
world—although notably not where Islamists are already
JOQPXFS
Furthermore, many Arab societies have been deeply
shaped by the negative experiences of post-colonial
authoritarianism and the forms of secularism associated
XJUIUIFTFSFHJNFT5IFWBSJPVTQPTU4FDPOE8PSME8BS
modernization projects and political systems were often

Today, significant segments of the Muslim
population view religion not as a natural
ally of despotism and a cause of social
conflict, but as a possible agent of stability
and predictability as well as an ethical
constraint on political power.
KVTUJåFEJOUIFOBNFPGTFDVMBS"SBCOBUJPOBMJTN:FUCZ
the late twentieth century, most Arab regimes were as
QPMJUJDBMMZSFQSFTTJWFBTUIFZXFSFFDPOPNJDBMMZDPSSVQU
#FO"MJnT5VOJTJB .VCBSBLnT&HZQU 4BMFInT:FNFO BOE
(BEEBånT-JCZBFNCPEJFEUIJTTPSSZTUBUFPGBGGBJST*O
4ZSJB GPSFYBNQMF UIFSVMJOHSFHJNFUPEBZKVTUJåFTJUT
SVMF JOQBSU JOUIFOBNFPGTFDVMBSJTN24 It responded
to the (at least initially) overwhelmingly non-violent prodemocracy protests with such extreme brutality that
Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, and the UN
Human Rights Council have characterized the regime’s
CFIBWJPSBToDSJNFTBHBJOTUIVNBOJUZp25
'PSBHFOFSBUJPOPG"SBCT oTFDVMBSJTNpJTBTTPDJBUFE
XJUIEJDUBUPSTIJQ SFQSFTTJPO BOEOFQPUJTN5IFUVSO
to Islam as an alternative source of political inspiration
BOEIPQF UIFSFGPSF XBTCPUIMPHJDBMBOEOBUVSBM"UUIF
moment, reliable polling suggests that most Arabs oppose
the idea that democracy demands a western-style form
of secularism and that large majorities support the idea
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UIBU*TMBNJDMBXTIPVMECFoBpTPVSDF OPUoUIFpTPVSDF 
PGMFHJTMBUJPO26

THE ARAB SPRING, DEMOCRACY, AND
THE QUESTION OF FUNDAMENTALISM
The 2011 Arab revolutions are best described as uprisings
GPSEFNPDSBDZBOEEJHOJUZ27 They are democratic in
the sense that they are driven by a deep-rooted hunger
GPSQPMJUJDBMFNQPXFSNFOUPOBNBTTMFWFM TQFDJåDBMMZ
UIFSFQMBDFNFOUPGFMJUFSVMFXJUIQPQVMBSTPWFSFJHOUZ
They are also about dignity in that the protesters are
rejecting the humiliation and degradation that has
accompanied decades of authoritarian rule, with its
massive corruption, nepotism, absence of the rule of
law and political transparency, and rampant abuse of
QPXFS5IFJODSFBTJOHMZFEVDBUFE HMPCBMJ[FE BOEZPVOH
segments of Arab society—the driving force behind these
uprisings—are particularly motivated by the shame of their
political and economic systems coupled with a demand
to be respected by political leadership; a respect that
DBOPOMZCFHFOFSBUFECZEFNPDSBUJDSVMF28
While these uprisings have been widely celebrated
around the world, the West has also viewed them with
DPOTJEFSBCMFBOYJFUZBOEGPSFCPEJOH%PUIFZSFQSFTFOU
another 1989 Berlin Wall moment, a prelude to a broader
regional democratic transition, or a replay of the 1979
Islamic Revolution in Iran, which had democratic potential
yet resulted in an authoritarian Islamist regime in the heart
of the Muslim world?
Much of the concern about the Arab Spring’s future
trajectory has focused on Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood
and, to a lesser extent, on Tunisia’s Ennahda, a sister
*TMBNJTUNPWFNFOU*OCivilization: The West and the Rest,
historian Niall Ferguson argues that the “core values of
Western civilization are directly threatened by the brand
PG*TMBNFTQPVTFECZdUIF.VTMJN#SPUIFSIPPEMFBEFST p
whom he believes are collectively Islamo-fascists who
TFFLoUIFSFTUPSBUJPOPGUIF$BMJQIBUFp29 But questions
SFNBJO 8IBU SPMF IBWF UIFTF HSPVQT QMBZFE JO UIF
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uprisings? How much of their popular support is genuine
and what are the political consequences for regional
stability, international security, and democracy if they
should ultimately emerge triumphant? While these are
legitimate questions, the mainstream intellectual and
policy debate in the West have ignored some basic
questions about the political development of the Arab*TMBNJDXPSMEUIBUEFTFSWFDSJUJDBMTDSVUJOZ

POLITICAL ISLAM AND THE WEST
A central trope of the criticism against the Muslim
#SPUIFSIPPEJO&HZQU GPSFYBNQMF SVOTBTGPMMPXT*U
is a deeply illiberal organization whose commitment to
pluralist democracy is as shaky as its commitment to
XPNFOnTBOENJOPSJUZSJHIUT*OSFDFOUXFFLT 1SFTJEFOU
Morsi’s edict which grants him immunity from all legal
challenges or intervention from the judiciary extends
QMBVTJCJMJUZUPUIJTDSJUJDJTN30 The centrality of shariah to
JUTQPMJUJDBMQMBUGPSNJTPGUFODJUFEBTFWJEFODFPGUIFTBNF
More recently, one can point to its 2007 draft political
platform, which called for an Iranian-style religious
advisory council to ensure that all proposed legislation
DPOGPSNXJUI*TMBNJDMBX*OUIFTBNFWFJO UIFQMBUGPSN
(which has since been revised) stated that neither Copts
OPSXPNFODPVMETFSWFBTQSFTJEFOUPSQSJNFNJOJTUFS31
While there is much to be concerned about with
respect to the future role of Islamist parties in the Arab
world, mainstream Islamist parties are viewed by the
West with deep suspicion not because of their distance
from liberal values, but because of the challenge they
pose to long-standing Western geopolitical interests in
the Middle East, primarily Israel and the pro-Western
(and deeply undemocratic) regimes in the Arabian
1FOJOTVMB*UJTQMBVTJCMFUIBU IZQPUIFUJDBMMZTQFBLJOH 
if the Muslim Brotherhood were to announce tomorrow
its full recognition of Israel and accept the legitimacy of
the ruling regimes in the Persian Gulf, and devote itself to
da‘wah (missionary proselytizing) and social welfare work
instead of parliamentary politics, the fear and foreboding
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associated with it would likely drop precipitously in
XFTUFSOQPMJDZBOEJOUFMMFDUVBMDJSDMFT
In this context, the Moroccan sociologist Fatima
Mernissi has noted that there is a long and sordid history
of Western liberal democracies supporting and promoting
backward and fanatical forms of Islamic fundamentalism
in order to advance their interests in oil production and
BSNTTBMFTJOUIF.JEEMF&BTU32 While her analysis focused
on Saudi Arabia and Wahhabi Islam, her argument can
be extended to many of the pro-Western Gulf regimes,
whose record on democratic and liberal values is arguably
far worse than that of the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood
BOE5VOJTJBnT&OOBIEB1BSUZ5IF8FTUFSOSFTQPOTF PS
lack thereof, to the crackdown on Bahrain’s 2011 proEFNPDSBDZQSPUFTUTJTBOJMMVTUSBUJPOPGIFSUIFTJT4VQQPSU
for longstanding dictators and shariah ordinances are
QFSGFDUMZBDDFQUBCMFJOUIJTDPOUFYU'SPNUIF8FTUnT
QFSTQFDUJWF UIFSFBSFoHPPEpBOEoCBEpGPSNTPG*TMBNJD
GVOEBNFOUBMJTN 5IPTF GVOEBNFOUBMJTU HSPVQT BOE
illiberal regimes that line up with and enhance Western
geostrategic goals are to be tolerated, supported, and

For a generation of Arabs, “secularism” is
associated with dictatorship, repression, and
nepotism. The turn to Islam as an alternative
source of political inspiration and hope,
therefore, was both logical and natural.
TVTUBJOFE FH UIF"GHIBO.VKBIJEFFOBOE1BLJTUBOnT
Zia-ul-Haq in the 1980s); those that are politically
independent and operate outside Washington’s foreign
policy framework are to be opposed and held to a different
FUIJDBMTUBOEBSE FH )BNBTBOE)F[CPMMBI *OUIJT
moral and political calculus, liberal democratic values
BSFPGMJUUMFSFMFWBODF
The second point concerns the nexus between
authoritarian Arab regimes, the Western support that
CPMTUFST UIFN  BOE UIF QPMJUJDBM SBNJåDBUJPOT PG UIJT
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TVQQPSUGPSEFNPDSBDZnTGVUVSF4UBUFETJNQMZ 8FTUFSO
support for authoritarian regimes has had tremendously
negative political consequences for the region’s
QSPTQFDUTGPSEFNPDSBDZ%FDBEFTPGQPMJUJDBMSFQSFTTJPO 
particularly the boot on the neck of secular civil society,
has forced political opposition toward more traditional
TFDUPSTPGTPDJFUZ TVDIBTUIFNPTRVF5IFGPSDFTPG
SFMJHJPOIBWFJOEJSFDUMZBOEJOBEWFSUFOUMZCFOFåUFEGSPN
the post-colonial Arab states’ authoritarian policies, in
part because all rival secular political organizations were
TVGGPDBUFEPSDSVTIFE5IFFMFDUPSBMSFTVMUTJO&HZQU
and Tunisia, where Islamist parties emerged victorious,
DPOåSNUIJTQPJOU
In the same way that political Islam emerged from
decades of authoritarianism as the only credible and
organized opposition in Iran, a similar (though not
identical) situation prevails in much of the Arab world
UPEBZ5IFTPDJBMDPOEJUJPOTJOUIFEFDBEFTCFGPSFUIF
*SBOJBOSFWPMVUJPO XIJDIXFSFBTQFDJåDBOEEJSFDU
by-product of the authoritarian policies of the Westernbacked Pahlavi monarchy, created fertile ground for
UIFSJTFPG*TMBNJDGVOEBNFOUBMJTN5IFTFBVUIPSJUBSJBO
policies undermined the forces of democratic secularism
and liberalism, and thereby inadvertently strengthened
the forces of political Islam in the lead-up to the 1979
*SBOJBOSFWPMVUJPO5PTJNQMZEFDSZUIJTTUBUFPGBGGBJSTJOBO
ahistorical vacuum is to ignore the political consequences
PGTVQQPSUJOHSFQSFTTJWFBVUIPSJUBSJBOSFHJNFT6MUJNBUFMZ 
one cannot support the social conditions that give rise to
Islamic fundamentalism and then expect secular liberal
EFNPDSBUT UP FNFSHF BGUFS UIF SFWPMVUJPO 5IVT  UIF
strength and popularity of religious movements makes
perfect sociological sense, in large part due to the West’s
MPOHTUBOEJOHTVQQPSUGPS.JEEMF&BTUFSOEJDUBUPSTIJQT33

CONCLUSION
An understanding of history is essential to understanding
the tensions between Islam and democracy, given that
the development of democracy and human rights is a
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HSBEVBMIJTUPSJDBMQSPDFTT.PTUFNFSHJOHEFNPDSBDJFT
IBWFUPHSBQQMFXJUIUIFQMBDFPGSFMJHJPOJOHPWFSONFOU
5IFSFBSFOPCMVFQSJOUTUPGPMMPX%FNPDSBUJDCBSHBJOJOH
and negotiation over the normative role of religion
in politics is an inevitable part of the history and
DPOTPMJEBUJPOPGEFNPDSBDZJOBMMTPDJFUJFT$POUSBSZ
to popular perceptions, no religion is born with an
inherent predisposition toward democracy, liberalism, or
TFDVMBSJTN-JLFPUIFSSFMJHJPVTUSBEJUJPOTUIBUPSJHJOBUFE
in the pre-modern era and are scripturally based, Islam
is neither more nor less compatible with modernity than
BSF$ISJTUJBOJUZBOEPS+VEBJTN3FDBMMBHBJOUIBUOPUUPP
long ago it was widely assumed that Catholicism was an
obstacle to democracy and that only Protestant-majority
DPVOUSJFTDPVMESFTQFDUQPQVMBSTPWFSFJHOUZ7FSZGFX
QFPQMFXPVMETFSJPVTMZFOUFSUBJOUIJTBSHVNFOUUPEBZ
This is not to suggest that religious doctrine should be
completely ignored when discussing democracy in the
Middle East, but rather that the interpretation of religion
is always contextual and evolving; at best, it is only
one factor among many that affect the prospects for
EFNPDSBUJ[BUJPOBOEMJCFSBMJ[BUJPO34
In the context of the contemporary Islamic world, the
struggle for democracy has been negatively affected
CZPOHPJOHJOUFSWFOUJPOGSPNPVUTJEFQPXFST-POH
standing policies, particularly those of the United States,
of supporting authoritarian dictators such as the Shah
of Iran, Hosni Mubarak in Egypt, and the House of Saud
IBWFJNQFEFEQPMJUJDBMEFWFMPQNFOU$PVQMFEXJUIUIF
EFTUBCJMJ[JOHFGGFDUTPGUIF*TSBFM1BMFTUJOFDPOæJDU BO
environment that is more conducive to the growth of
radical religious politics than secular democratic politics
IBTæPVSJTIFE*OUIJTTFOTF UIF.JEEMF&BTUFSOBOE
&VSPQFBOFYQFSJFODFTIBWFCFFORVBMJUBUJWFMZEJGGFSFOU
External intervention in support of authoritarian regimes
was not a factor in the historical development of democracy
in the West; in the modern Middle East, however, it has
CFFOBDSJUJDBMGBDUPS
Political sociologist Asef Bayat has offered the following
advice to those who are serious about engaging with and
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understanding the problems of political development in
UIF"SBC*TMBNJDXPSMEUPEBZ
Congruence between Islam and democracy
is not simply a philosophical issue, as it is
XJEFMZBTTVNFE CVUBQPMJUJDBMPOF*UJTB
NBUUFSPGTUSVHHMF5IFQFSUJOFOURVFTUJPOJTOPU
whether Islam and democracy are compatible
(least of all because of the contested meanings
attached to both Islam and democracy), but
rather how and under what conditions Muslims
can make their religion compatible with desired
notions of democracy; how they can legitimize
and popularize an inclusive reading of their
doctrine in the same way that democrats [in
the West] have been struggling to broaden
narrow (white, male, propertied and merely
MJCFSBM OPUJPOTPGEFNPDSBDZ35
Bayat suggests that future debate on the topic of
Islam and democracy should be less abstract and more
rooted in case studies and solid empirical analyses of
those social conditions that can promote democracy in
TPDJFUJFTXIFSFSFMJHJPOJTBLFZNBSLFSPGJEFOUJUZ:FT 

Western support for authoritarian regimes
has had tremendously negative political
consequences for the region’s prospects
for democracy. The forces of religion have
indirectly and inadvertently benefited
from the post-colonial Arab states’
authoritarian policies, in part because
all rival secular political organizations
were suffocated or crushed.
religious doctrine and theology are important, but equally
important are the domestic, regional, and international
economic and political contexts that shape the contours
of religious interpretation, social debates, and political
TUSVHHMFTJO.VTMJNTPDJFUJFT
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
5IF r "SBC 4QSJOH JT CFTU VOEFSTUPPE OPU
as a single event, but as an ongoing process of
EFNPDSBUJ[BUJPO8IJMFUIFPMEBVUIPSJUBSJBOPSEFSJT
slowly crumbling and a new era is gradually emerging, it
will take considerable time for democratic transitions to
unfold in the majority of Arab countries, and even longer
CFGPSFUIFTFEFNPDSBDJFTCFDPNFDPOTPMJEBUFE5IF
following policy recommendations can strengthen and
FOIBODFUIFQPMJUJDBMUSBOTGPSNBUJPOTDVSSFOUMZVOEFSXBZ

VOCALIZE SUPPORT FOR
DEMOCRACY AND HUMAN RIGHTS
While the struggle for human rights and democracy is
an internal process that Arabs and Muslim have to lead,
support for these ideals from the international community
JTWJUBM5IFQFPQMFPGUIF.JEEMF&BTUBOE/PSUI"GSJDBXJMM
no longer tolerate the persistence of political tyrannies,
one-party states, and family-based dictatorships in their
NJETU*OBMMJOUFSBDUJPOTXJUIUIFHPWFSONFOUTPGUIF
region, bilateral relations between Western governments
and those in the Arab-Islamic world should be premised
on support for an agenda based on democracy and human
SJHIUT8FTUFSOMFBEFSTTIPVMEWPDBMJ[FUIFJSTVQQPSU
for these principles more frequently and consistently,
including publicizing the names of political dissidents
XIPIBWFCFFOKBJMFEGPSUIFJSQSPEFNPDSBDZBDUJWJTN
This should be done across the region, regardless if they
BSFBMMJFTPSBEWFSTBSJFTPGUIF8FTU
1. Support Strong Civil Societies and a Robust
Public Sphere
A viable democracy depends on the existence of
BTUSPOHDJWJMTPDJFUZBOEBOPQFOQVCMJDTQIFSF'PS
decades the peoples of the Middle East have lived
under authoritarian regimes that suffocated civil
TPDJFUZBOETJMFODFEUIFGSFFFYDIBOHFPGJEFBT5IF
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best antidote to the rise and popularity of religious
fundamentalism is to challenge its proponents’ ideas
in the public sphere and scrutinize their views in
UIFDPVSUPGQVCMJDPQJOJPO8FTUFSOHPWFSONFOUT
should invest heavily in Muslim civil societies and
those NGOs working to promote an open public
sphere in which the people can freely debate the
norms and values upon which they want to build
UIFJSTPDJFUZ
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